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How can European industry contribute
to growth and foster competitiveness?



Background and purpose

 Industry is key to economic recovery
 Altered perception of the role of manufacturing as driver of future

growth, employment creation and competitiveness
 Closely linked to high-value added, knowledge intensive services
Purpose of the study:
 To inform the debate about the current state of European industry

and how it can reposition itself
 What are the barriers and enablers for the European industrial

sector to create growth and foster competitiveness?
 How can EU deal with these barriers and enablers to maximise

European industry's contribution to growth?
 Focus on framework conditions that can be influenced by public

authorities, particularly EU institutions



State of play of European
industry

 European growth has lost momentum:
 In 2000, Euro area had same growth rates as the US and OECD total,

and higher than Japan
 Europe did not recover as well as other world regions from the 2008

crisis – and growth is expected to remain slow

 US employment decline after the crisis stabilised in 2009, while
European industry employment continued to decline

 Manufacturing now at 16% of total employment (21% in 1995)
 Job losses have primarily affected the low-skilled
 High-tech sectors have mostly recovered after the crisis, while

medium- and low-tech sectors declined by 12-14% 2008-2013



Competitiveness factors

 Michael Porter, Harvard professor: Almost everything matters for
competitiveness

 Main categories of competitiveness factors:
 Human capital (labour)
 Capital
 Inputs and infrastructure
 Technological progress (innovation)
 Production/value chains
 Firm creation and growth
 Sales markets
 Administrative requirements/regulation



Human capital: education and
skills

 Structural changes in manufacturing impact future skills demands
 Advanced manufacturing – automation and digitalisation –

necessary to improve productivity and ressource efficiency
 Human capital strategies cannot rely only on scientists and

engineers but need to also ensure adequate skills at the shop floor
level

 Recommendations:
 Development of automation and digitalisation competency skills

framework at European level
 Accelerated apprentice routes for unskilled workers
 Better monitoring (statistical) instruments to measure skills demand

and supply



Access to finance

 Improving overall but with big differences between Member States
 Especially SMEs and sectors with long/uncertain investment

horizons (e.g. eco-industries) still face difficulties
 Recommendations:
 More reliable and updated information about SME financing situation

Ensure timely payment from EU R&D programmes to eliminate
obstacles for participation

 European framework for long-term investment capital for SMEs



Inputs and infrastructure

 Digital infrastructures will be key to future development – big data,
sensor technologies, supply chain interaction etc.

 Energy:
 No level playing field within Europe – need for a coherent European

energy policy
 Europe is under pressure from global competitors who enjoy much

lower energy costs
 Accelerate tranformation to Smart Grids

 Raw materials:
 Availability and cost of raw materials is critical
 Raw material trade should be high on the agenda in upcoming trade

negotiations
 Promote circular economy/waste recycling



Technological progress and
innovation

 EU trails behind US in innovation performance
 Major differences in innovation performance between Member

States
 Less investment in manufacturing R&D in EU than in the US
 EU R&D intensity is improving, mainly due to increased public R&D

investment
 Recommendations:
 Public technology procurement in key sectors (health, public security,

environment, energy refurbishment etc.)
 Promote PhDs in industry (industrial PhD schemes etc.)



Production and value chains

 Integration of SMEs in global value chains – gateway to further
internationalisation and innovation

 Some sectors (e.g. mechanical engineering) remain competitive
despite lower productivity (high wages) by targeting high-end
markets and integrating advanced services



Firm creation and growth -
entrepreneurship

 Closely linked to the issue of integration of SMEs in global value
chains

 SME policies could be more targeted towards SMEs with high-
growth (including job creation) potential rather than broad-based
entrepreneurship policies - SME growth accelerator program

 Promote ”eco-systems of innovation” (the Eindhoven example)



Markets

 Substantial progress towards implementing the Single Market has
been achieved, but barriers still exist
 Depends to a large extent on the correct implementation by Member

States, including the principle of mutual recognition
 EU level: Need to consolidate legislation and strengthen enforcement

mechanisms

 External markets: Protectionist behaviours and trade barriers in a
number of foreign markets, and IPR violations
 Need to continue identification of existing entry barriers in non-

European markets and ensure level playing field for European
companies on global markets



Administrative and regulatory
framework

 Regulatory burdens stemming from EU regulation have been
reduced significantly

 Inefficient national implementation remains an issue
 Recommendations:
 Regulatory stability to create stable environment for industry long-term

investments
 Continue promotion of eGovernment and digital solutions for reducing

administrative burdens on companies


